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Spectra Smart Hub

The Smart Hub is the cornerstone of the Spectra Bluetooth experience. It 
connects the other components in 2 important ways.

1. Live Preview: While you are programming your glove sets on the EmazingLights 
app, the  Smart Hub will show you exactly how your lights are going to look. 
See any color, pattern or mode before it is finalized.
2. Bluetooth Sync: You can sync up to 1 complete glove set to your hub at any time. 
Then, you can use the small red Transfer Bulb to flash the glove set data directly 
onto your glove lights.

You will learn more about both of these functions in the next sections.

The Smart Hub will come eLocked so it doesn’t get activated in shipping.
Hold the button for 3 seconds to unlock it.

Your Phone or Tablet
In order to harness the power of Bluetooth customization, you must first 
download the EmazingLights app to your iOS or Android device. The app 
and all future updates are completely free of charge. You can find it in 3 
different ways.

1. iOS: Search the App Store or iTunes for “EmazingLights” and download the app.
2. Android: Search the Google Play store for “EmazingLights” and download the app.Coming Soon
3. Click the link to either app from the Spectra Product Page

3. Spectra Glove Lights2. Spectra Smart Hub1. Your Phone or Tablet

The Spectra Glove Set was created to empower your glove light customization
experience with innovative Bluetooth technology. In this section we will 

introduce you to all the components you need to get started:

Unboxing the Spectra
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Both batteries positive (+) side up

Battery tray faces up toward top of 
Smart Hub (button side)

The Smart Hub is powered by 2x 2020 Batteries. As a courtesy, we include an extra 10 batteries in every box. To 
change them, eject the battery drawer from the rear edge of the Smart Hub using your fingernail. Empty the tray 

and replace the batteries with both facing up towards the top of the Smart Hub.
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Pairing Your Smarthub to Your Phone or Tablet
1. Download the EmazingLights App to your device (see page 3)
2. When you open the app for the first time and tap “Spectra Glove Set”, you will be
prompted to pair your Smart Hub. If you miss the prompt, go to the homescreen of 
the app and tap the Settings        icon in the top right.

3. Scroll down and tap “How To Add a Smart Hub.” Follow this interactive tutorial to pair.

In this section we will get you ready to use your Spectra gear. You’ll learn to pair 
your Smart Hub to your phone via Bluteooth, and we’ll walk you through how to 

flash a glove set from your Smart Hub to your Spectra Glove Lights.

Tips:

• You can pair any Smart Hub in the world to your phone or tablet.

• Your Smart Hub can only be connected to one device at a time.

• If your Smart Hub ever gets disconnected, you do not have to re-pair it. Simply turn your hub on, go to 
any customization menu on the app, and tap the Refresh         icon in the top right. Give it a few seconds 
and your hub should reconnect. It will start live previewing the color, flashing pattern or mode that you 
have open for editing.

Bluetooth Set Up
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Syncing your Smart Hub to your Glove Lights

1. Go to the homescreen of the app and tap the Settings       icon in the top right.

2. Scroll down and tap the tutorial “How to Sync Smart Hub to Chips.” 
Follow this interactive tutorial to flash a glove set.

3. You know you successfully flashed when your glove light flashes a 
distinct aqua color 3 times.

It may take a few tries to get comfortable with flashing your lights. Follow these tips to perfect your technique
and you’ll be a master in no time.

• When you’re aiming the Smart Hub at the Spectra, the Spectra will start to turn Aqua when you are close to 

syncing. That means you’re warm. Keep pointing from that general area until it flashes Aqua 3 times.

• Aim for the bottom le portion of the Spectra light. When you hit it, take mental note of that spot.

• Time Saver - Keep your gloves and casings on! No need to disassemble the lights to flash them. However, 
colored casings or colored gloves may make flashing more difficult. We recommend clear casings and white 
gloves for the easiest sync.

If you are having trouble syncing, you can also try shining the Smart Hub’s red 

LED at an angle. Instead of aiming head-on directly at the top of the light, angle 

the Smart Hub down and toward the le of the Spectra. See the instructional 

video on the Spectra Product Page for a live demonstration.

Aim for the lower le portion
of the Spectra.

Hover above this point when
gloves are off.

Touch the Smart Hub directly
to this point when gloves are on.

Tips:



Glove Sets

Modes

Flashing Patterns

Color Palettes

Glove Sets
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Modes
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• If you are editing a Classic Flashing Pattern, you must tap Save As New or else you will lose your changes.
• To overwrite a Custom Flashing Pattern, just make your changes then tap Back.
• To use a Custom Flashing Pattern to build a new pattern, make your changes to it, then tap Save As New. 

Don’t Forget to Save!

Use this section of the app to create your own Custom Flashing Pattern. 
Or edit an existing Custom Flashing Pattern.

1. Select a base flashing pattern from any of the 48 stock Flashing Patterns or a 
custom pattern you’ve already created.

2. Name the new Flashing Pattern. Then select an icon to represent it. Then 
click the check mark to confirm.

3. Tap to select your new Flashing Pattern from My Custom Flashing Patterns.

4. Name the new Flashing Pattern. Then select an icon to represent it. Then 
click the check mark to confirm.

5. 5. Experiment with the many available sliders. Tap the info buttons         next to 
each one to see how they work. Use your Smart Hub to live preview as you go.

Creating a Custom Flashing Pattern

Flashing Patterns

• Motion Settings - Tap here to set the mode to use either Speed, Tilt or Flux motion 
reaction. For a complete explanation on each of these, tap the info button         .

Note: The Smart Hub does not have an accelerometer, so you cannot Live Preview 
your motion settings. You must sync to your Glove Lights to test motion sensitivity.

• Flashing Pattern -  Tap here to select one of the 48 stock flashing patterns or one 
of your custom flashing patterns.

• Color Set - Tap a color to replace it with a different color, add a blank, or to 
disable idisable it. When you are selecting a color, tap it multiple times to select a tint. You 
can also create a new color on-the-fly by clicking          on any of the color palette 
headers.
 In addition, on the Edit Mode screen, you can press and hold a color slot insert 
a blank, disable the slot, or copy and paste a color.

Don’t Forget to Save! Emazing Favorite modes cannot be changed. If you start editing an Emazing Favorite 
mode, you must tap the Save icon and name your new mode before exiting the mode editor screen.
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(Tap the info button         to see how each of these work)

First, remember to turn your Smart Hub on to Live Preview your color. Tap the 
Refresh button if you need to reconnect it.

Aer you chose to “Add A New Color” from a previous screen, you’ll be taken to 
the color picker. Here you can see all the different ways to create a color. There 
are millions of options!

Tip - Tint Control: When you’re editing a mode and choosing colors, tap the color 2 or 3 times to select from a high, 
medium or low tint.

Creating a Custom Color

Warning: Any changes you make to an existing color will overwrite it and you will not be able to restore it. Rather 
than directly editing a color, do this instead:

Editing an Existing Color

• Drag your finger along the color picker until you found the color you want.

• Enter a hex code into the Selected Color field.

• Tap RGB to adjust Red-Green-Blue sliders.

• Tap HSB to adjust Hue-Saturdation-Brightness sliders.

1. Find the color you want to edit.

2. Hold down your finger over the color until “New Color from Copy” or “Duplicate & Edit” appears above it. 
Then tap this.

3. Make your adjustments to this new color, then tap Add. This new color will be added to the color palette 
you have selected and you will not lose the original color.

1. Select a Color Palette

2. Click the        button.

3. Tap “Add New Color” if you want to create a new color from scratch (see below).

4. Tap “Add Existing Color” if you want to put an existing color into this palette.

Adding a Color to a Color Palette

1. Click the        button.

2. Name it and tap Ok.

Creating a New Color Palette

Color Palettes
In this section of the app you can create your own colors from scratch and organize them into Color Palettes. You 
can also edit the colors themselves.

To clarify, a Color Palette is simply a way of keeping your color creations neat and tidy, like a folder. It does not 
restrict what colors can be used in a mode. Any mode can use any combination of colors from any color palette.
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The Smart Hub works similarly to our glove lights. Click the 
button to turn it on and switch modes, and hold for half a 
second to turn off. The Smart Hub will only display the glove 
set that is currently synced to it.

If you just took it out of the box it will be eLocked, so hold the button for 
3 seconds to unlock it.

From OFF, hold the button down. The colors you see will represent the function you are selecting. Release on the 
color you want to select.

For modes that use Flux Motion Setting, you will not be able to see a proper live preview on the Smart Hub. You 
will only be able to see the motion reactive features of this mode on the Spectra Glove Lights.

• YELLOW - Release here to transfer a glove set from the Smart Hub to your Glove Lights. 
See Page 4 for instructions. This will activate the red side LED to use for syncing your glove set to your
Spectra glove lights.

• RED - Release here to enable eLock Battery Protection. This prevents the Smart Hub from turning on in your 
pockets or bags. When you release you will see solid Red. Hold for half a second, then release and it will be 
locked. To unlock, hold it for a full 3 seconds.

• • BLUE - Release here when you are Bluetooth pairing the Smart Hub to the EmazingLights app.

From ON, you can preview the glove set that is currently synced to the Smart Hub by clicking.

The Smart Hub does not have an accelerometer. So in order to switch between Sequences 1 and 2 , 
follow these steps.

1. Turn the Smart Hub ON.

2. Click to navigate to a mode that has 2 sequences.

3. Click and hold until you see Orange. Then release. You can keep doing this to switch back and forth 
between Sequences 1 and 2.

Using the Smart HubUsing the Smart Hub

Smart Hub Functions
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The default Spectra Glove Lights feature 6 awesome new default modes, a 36 
color palette, and 33 Flashing Pattern options for on-chip customization. 

It programs just like the Element V2 or Chroma CTRL Glove Lights, so if you are 
familiar with our latest releases, this should be a breeze.

ORANGE - Edit your Color Set.*

PINK - Change your Motion Type. Speed, Tilt, Flux, or Off*

BLUE - Change your Flashing Pattern*

LIME GREEN - Change your motion sensitivity*

Holding the Button from ON

1. YELLOW - Receive a Glove Set from the Smart Hub

2. RED - Controls eLock Battery Protection.*

3. GREEN - Controls Mode Reordering.*

4. PURPLE - Controls Timers. Release and click to see the options below.

 a.) Click and hold Solid Purple to activate the Flow Timer. Activating the Flow Timer 
 will cause your lights to automatically change to the next mode every 8 seconds. You can adjust this timer 
  in the EmazingLights App.
 b.) Click and hold Flashing Purple to activate the iNova Timer. The Impact Timer makes it so you must 
 wait 3 seconds to be able to turn the light off. You can adjust this timer in the EmazingLights App.
 c.) Click and hold Low Flashing Purple to turn all timers off and return to Normal Operation.

5. WHITE - Master Reset*

*See the Element V2 Instruction Guide to learn how these operate. | www.emazinglights.com/products/elite-element-glove-set

Holding The Button from OFF

For Normal Operation, Spectra navigates just like any other glove light.

Unlike the Elements, the Spectra features the ability to activate the Flow and iNova Timers. To use these, first configure 
the timer in the Glove Set Settings on the app [page 8]. 

Then, see the PURPLE level above.

1. Out of the box, unlock by clicking and holding the button for 3 seconds.

2. Click to go to the next mode.

3. To Turn Off: Click and hold for half a second.

4. To Turn On: Click the button.

Spectra Glove Light Customization
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Motion Setting:
Flashing Pattern:
Color Set:

Motion Setting:
Flashing Pattern:
Color Set:

Motion Setting:
Flashing Pattern:
Color Set:

Motion Setting:
Flashing Pattern:
Color Set:
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Still need help? Visit help.emazinglights.com to see the complete Spectra Help Center 
or join the Spectra Mode Swap Facebook Group.

• Motion Setting: Tilt
• Flashing Pattern: Razor
• Color Set: Green/BlueL, Light 
ForestH, WhiteH, Fire Engine RedM

• Motion Setting: Tilt
• Flashing Pattern: Razor
• Color Set: Green/BlueL, Light ForestH, 
WhiteH, Fire Engine RedMSequence 1 Sequence 2

5. Mach 5

• Motion Setting: None
• Flashing Pattern: Dop Strobie
• Color Set: Barney PurpleH, Blank, Barney PurpleH, Cherry RedH, Barbie PinkH, Shamrock GreenH, 
MarigoldH

6. Materia

Color Palette
1. White
2. Blank
3. Red
4. Orange
5. Banana Yellow
6. Yellow
7. Lime7. Lime
8. Cosmic Owl

9. Space Ghost
10. Chartreuse
11. Lime Green
12. Green
13. Mint
14. Seafoam
15. 15. Turquoise
16. Cyan

17. Neon Blue
18. Light Blue
19. Sky Blue
20. Blue
21. Lens Flare
22. Purple
23. Lavender23. Lavender
24. Hot Purple

25. Blush
26. Barney Purple
27. Pink
28. Hot Pink
29. Light Pink
30. Peach
31. Snarf31. Snarf
32. Warm White

33. Silver
34. Luna
35. So Blue
36. Tombstone

Flashing Patterns
1. Strobe
2. Hyperstrobe
3. Dops
4. Shadow
5. Strobie
6. Flicker
7. Ch7. Chroma
8. Tracer
9. Centerpoint
10.Blink-E
11. Ultra Dops
12. iNova Blink

*Patterns 34-48 available on app only

13. Strobe Fade
14. Strobe Morph
15. Dash Morph
16. Heartbeat
17. Pulse
18. Shapeshier
19. 19. Vex
20. Krush
21. Edge
22. Dash Dops
23. Seizure Strobe
24. Dop Strobie

25. Bloom
26. Flourish
27. Rainbow Roadkill
28. Core
29. Chopper
30. Particle
31. 31. Razor
32. Blip
33. Wheel
34. Candy Strobe*
35. Imax Tribbon*
36. Stutter Strobe*

37. Inova Dops*
38. Mini-Edge*
39. VexFlow*
40. Chroma Morph*
41. Chroma Fade *
42. Hyper Blink*
43. Oneb43. Onebeat* 
44. Fastbeat*
45. Matrix Tribbon*
46. Puppet's Pattern*
47. Extended Strobe Fade*
48. Dash Dot*
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